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Community sequencing lets us measure all microbes or genes in a sample

Fecal sample from j4p4n on openclipart.org
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Cellular mock
communities measured
by 16S sequencing by
Brooks, et al. (2015), 
re-analyzed in
McLaren, et al. (2019)

But the relative abundances we measure are wrong
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Cellular mock
communities measured
by 16S sequencing by
Brooks, et al. (2015), 
re-analyzed in
McLaren, et al. (2019)

Changes in a single species across samples can also be inaccurate
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Taxonomic bias

Systematic variation among species in how efficiently the are
measured—that is, converted from cells to classified reads

This error is caused by taxonomic bias in the sequencing measurement
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Taxonomic bias is

Universal: It affects all amplicon and  
shotgun metagenomics protocols

Protocol-specific: Measurements from different 
protocols are quantitatively incomparable

This error is caused by taxonomic bias in the sequencing measurement
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Mike McLaren (me!) Ben CallahanAmy Willis (UW)

Can we mitigate bias to obtain accurate and reproducible microbiome measurements?
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McLaren, et al. (2019)

Taxonomic bias can be quanti�ed in terms of species-speci�c measurement e�ciencies
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McLaren, et al. (2019)

Variation in measurement e�ciency explains the systematic error in mock communities
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McLaren, et al. (2019)

The error due to taxonomic bias can be corrected, given a suitable community control
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McLaren, et al. (2019)

The error due to taxonomic bias can be corrected, given a suitable community control
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But the necessary control communities do not yet exist.
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Can we account for bias without community controls?

Yes—at least for measuring the (log) fold change 
in relative or absolute abundance.
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Read / follow this work on GitHub
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https://github.com/mikemc/differential-abundance-theory


1. Consistent bias can create spurious change 
in species' proportions

2. Fold change in species ratios are unaffected

3. Robust fold change in absolute abundance 
can be obtained from ratios

The problem, and a possible solution
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The hope:

The reality:

 Consistent taxonomic bias creates inconsistent errors in proportions

Why doesn't protocol standardization control for taxonomic bias?
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 Shifts in the mean e�ciency can cause spurious changes

In proportion-based analyses, the e�ect of bias only partially cancels
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Image source: Vaginal Microbiome Consortium, http://vmc.vcu.edu/
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http://vmc.vcu.edu/


16S measurements
from Fettweis, et al.
(2019), calibrated
following McLaren, et
al. (2019)

Example: Dynamics of the vaginal community during pregancy
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16S measurements
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Example: Dynamics of the vaginal community during pregancy
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16S measurements
from Fettweis, et al.
(2019), calibrated
following McLaren, et
al. (2019)

Example: Dynamics of the vaginal community during pregancy
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Large shifts in mean efficiency can be driven by

large changes in individual species or

correlated changes in many species

Systematic error in case-control analysis occurs if 
the mean efficiency is correlated with case vs. control

We don't know if these problems are common

How problematic is mean-e�ciency variation for microbiome studies?
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McLaren, et al. (2019) Fold error in species' ratio

Fold errors in species ratios are consistent across samples
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McLaren, et al. (2019)

Fold errors in species ratios are consistent across samples
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Changes in ratios are robust to consistent taxonomic bias
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Examples of "absolute" abundance include

Microbial cell density per unit sample mass or volume

Microbial cells per host cell

Absolute-abundance measurements still subject to taxonomic bias!

What if we care about change in absolute abundance?
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Proportion-based density measurement:

Biased proportions  Biased densities

Variation in mean e�ciency  Error in fold changes

The same problems apply to absolute abundances derived from proportions
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Ratio-based density measurement:

 Bias creates constant error

 Fold changes are accurate

But we can instead measure absolute abundance from ratio to a reference species
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'Housekeeping species'
e.g. the host, pepper mild mottle virus

Spike-in of extraneous species
cells or DNA, pre- or post-extraction

Species measured by targeted methods
via qPCR, direct ddPCR, CFU counting, etc.

The reference species can be any species with a known or measureable abundance
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Cellular mock
communities from
Brooks, et al. (2015)

Example: Calibration to a reference species corrects fold-change measurements
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Cellular mock
communities from
Brooks, et al. (2015)

Example: Calibration to a reference species corrects fold-change measurements
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Cellular mock
communities from
Brooks, et al. (2015)

Example: Calibration to a reference species corrects fold-change measurements
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We now have multiple methods to address taxonomic bias in di�erential abundance
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Homepage: github.com/mikemc/differential-abundance-theory

See latest and past manuscript versions and annotate with Hypothesis

Discuss manuscript with GitHub Issues or Discussions

Use GitHub or email me to discuss new tests and tools

Join me in turning these ideas into accessible, well-tested solutions!
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https://github.com/mikemc/differential-abundance-theory
https://web.hypothes.is/
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Email 
mike@mikemc.cc

Github 
@mikemc

Twitter 
@mikemc423

 

      github.com/mikemc/differential-abundance-theory

To learn more or get in touch
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https://github.com/mikemc/differential-abundance-theory
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